Concerned about cost?

Misson & History

AIS is dedicated to making state of the art
stuttering therapy available to all. Thanks to
private and corporate donations, AIS is able to
provide scholarship funds to those in need.
For more information visit our website.

AIS was founded in 1998 by the late Catherine
Otto-Montgomery, a talented speech therapist
who created the first not-for-profit organization
with the primary objective of providing universally
affordable top-quality stuttering therapy.
Our mission extends to advancing public
education about stuttering and to providing
specialized training for therapists wishing to
advance their knowledge of stuttering treatment.

What clients are saying...
I was scared when my son started to stutter
but we found AIS. My son’s therapist helped
him tremendously with his speech and gave
me wonderful guidance and support.
Jill

~

AIS is the most comfortable place I have
ever been! They helped me so much with my
speech and my confidence.
Argie, age 8
				
We didn’t think we could afford stuttering
treatment for our daughter. The AIS scholarship fund made it possible for her to
attend weekly therapy and the change has
been remarkable!
Bill and Wendy

~

~

New York

212.633.6400
speakfreely@stutteringtreatment.org
27 W 20th Street, Ste 1203, New York, NY 10011

Atlanta

678.701.7458
atlanta@stutteringtreatment.org
427 Moreland Ave NE, Ste 600, Atlanta, GA 30307

www.stutteringtreatment.org

Services for Children
who Stutter
& Their Families

Scheduling an appointment
We suggest you reach out if:

√

You are concerned your child’s speech 		
fluency is not “typical” and want more 		
information about how to help

√

Your child is physically struggling when
trying to say some words, or appears 		
“stuck” at times when speaking

√

Your child starts speaking less and/or 		
appears to avoid certain words or situations

√

Your child has been receiving speech 		
therapy but you don’t see improvement

Services we offer
●

Parent consultation sessions to address 		
your concerns and give you helpful hands-on
strategies you can implement right away

●

Comprehensive speech-language evaluations

●

One-on-one speech therapy sessions 		
arranged around your schedule

●

Workshops throughout the year for children
who stutter and their family members

●

Telepractice for both parent meetings and 		
therapy sessions

What to expect from therapy
Rather than take a “one-size-fits-all” approach,
we work with you to create a treatment plan that
fits your child’s individual needs.
■

For younger children, indirect therapy is
often recommended. Here, you will learn 		
strategies you can use at home to facilitate
more fluent speech and support your child.

■

If direct treatment is recommended, we 		
help your child speak more fluently 		
and with less struggle, while promoting 		
maximally effective communication skills
and speaking confidence.

AIS provides not only effective
individualized treatment, but also a
supportive, family-like environment.

What sets us apart
Approximately 5–8% of young children
show signs of stuttering. While around
75% will outgrow this, certain factors
increase odds of persistence.
We will assess the presence of such
factors and provide recommendations
to ensure the best possible outcomes
for your child.

The vast majority of Speech-Language
Pathologists (SLPs) are trained as generalists and
are not adequately trained in stuttering. Just as
one seeks a specialist for medical treatments, it is
recommended that those who stutter work with
a therapist with this specific expertise.
AIS therapists are among a select few who
have received specialty training and the handson experience necessary to provide effective
stuttering therapy.

